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Top Gifting Occasions

54% of companies
said they plan to
increase their
investment in
corporate gifting in
the next 24 months

The top gift occasions for corporate gift giving are
employee performance awards (69%), employee
service awards (60%), loyalty recognition (52%) and
holidays (51%).
Occasions for Giving Corporate Gifts

Introduction

According to a recent Synchrony research study
commissioned by Loop Commerce, corporate gift
giving represents a very large opportunity. The
market for business gifts in the US is estimated to
be $125B. This opportunity is expected to grow
even bigger over the coming two years.
This study into corporate gift giving, conducted
from June to September of 2020, found that, in the
next 24 months, 54% of companies plan to
increase their investment in corporate gift giving.
Corporate Gift Givers have a distinct set of needs
and wants and so do their gift recipients.

Satisfaction with Gifts Received

Unfortunately, the recipients of corporate holiday
gifts are not always as satisfied with their gifts as
they could be. 53% say there have been some hits
and misses with holiday gifts they’ve received and
7% say they they’ve never received a good holiday
gift from their company. In fact, only 40% of those
surveyed say their company consistently provided
awesome gifts during the holidays.
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Preferred Gift Categories

73% of Corporate Gift Givers prefer to give gift cards, followed by electronics (53%) and gift baskets (52%).
This aligns with the 69% of corporate gift recipients who also prefer to receive gift cards as corporate gifts.
A much smaller percentage would like to receive any other category of gifts; only 28% would like an
experience or trip, only 24% want electronics, only 21% want food, only 17% want apparel and even fewer
want sporting goods (5%), or branded swag (13%).
Gift Categories Corporate Gift Givers and Their Companies Prefer to Give

Top Gift Features

Quality is the most important feature sought in gifts by Corporate Gift Givers, with 87% saying it’s extremely
or very important for gifts to be of top quality. Convenience is a close second gifting feature with 83%
valuing its importance. Other key features sought include a personalized feel, customization, price, brand
name and uniqueness.
Gifting Pain Points

Satisfying the needs of gift recipients while balancing cost, time and company objectives is not easy for
Corporate Gifters. Their top pain points include coming up with new and interesting gift ideas, worry about
giving unique gifts recipients will enjoy, selecting gifts that appeal to a wide range of people, worry that
gifts will be relevant and keeping costs down.
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Gifting Platforms
The key tool designed to help corporate gift givers execute with excellence are gift giving platforms. Today,
62% of corporate gift givers currently use a gift giving platform. Platforms make it easy to manage, oversee
and execute large gift giving tasks. The most important features for corporate gifters is the personalization of
the gift announcement.

Most Important Corporate Gifting Platform Features

*text shortened for reporting

Ideal gift giving platform features include:

•Bulk sending options
•Interesting gift choices
•Suggestions by age and gender
•A way to personalize gifts
•Customizable options
•A way to gather information about to recipients that will inform gift choices
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Conclusion: 5 Things to Know

1. More than half of corporate gift givers (54%) say they plan to increase their gift giving investment in the
next 24 months.
2. Gifts can have a positive impact on employee/employer relationships even if not all gifts are hits.
Employees appreciate customization and personalization in their gifts but agree that many corporate gifts
feel too impersonal.
3. Gift givers and receivers value quality and convenience/ease of use in a gift. The desire for a
convenient/easy to use gift likely contributes to the preference for gift cards/certificates.
4. Corporate gift givers express concern over selecting interesting and useful gifts that each employee will
like. Finding gifts that appeal to large groups and fit within budget is especially difficult. Gift givers and
companies may prefer to give gift cards/certificates to mitigate these issues.
5. Corporate gift givers long for a gifting platform that saves time and takes the guesswork out of corporate
gifting. Features that store personal gift preferences, suggest gifts based on employee feedback or
preference, and manage bulk sends are of interest.
Study Methodology

The Loop Corporate Gifting Study was conducted from June through September 2020 using both qualitative
and quantitative methods. The qualitative research consisted of 18 in-depth interviews with corporate
employees responsible for/involved in decisions related to corporate giving. The quantitative research was
based on an online survey of 300 corporate gift giving decision makers, and 300 corporate employees from a
mix of industries and roles.
About GiftNow for Corporate Gifting

GiftNow by Loop Commerce is a holistic Gift Experience Management
(GXM) solution that takes the friction out of corporate gift giving.
Corporate gifters can offer personalized gifts from an individual to
thousands simply and easily.
With GiftNow’s revolutionary purpose-built GXM solution, gifters can
send personalized digital gifts and gift cards in seconds and recipients
can exchange or modify their items before they ship to help deliver an
easier and more satisfying experience for gift givers, recipients,
corporate gifting.
What Corporate Gift Givers like most about GiftNow:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Numerous gift options
Allows for customization
Great customer service
Site is easy to navigate
Platform is easy to use

hello@giftnow.com
www.giftnow.com
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